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Abstract: Cardiovascular complications are a major reason for mortality and morbidity in such patients. As a result, special attention must 

be paid to the occurrence of cardiovascular complications, particularly in high-risk populations. The underlying cause of cardiac 

dysfunction is the interaction of biological, autonomic, and iatrogenic factors. To make a diagnosis of heart defects, a system capable of 

predicting the presence of heart diseases would be required. Our main motivation in this article is to develop a reliable intelligent medical 

system using machine learning techniques to assist in identifying a patient's heart condition and guiding a physician in giving a precise 

prognosis of whether or not the patient has cardiovascular disease. Deep Variational Auto Encoder of Artificial Ecosystem Optimizer 

(Deep VAE AEO) is used in this paper to benefit from multiple non-linear layer upon layer without so much as an information bottleneck 

while not getting out of hand to the identity. Furthermore, epileptic data feature selection is carried out using the Spiral Optimization 

method, which utilizes an improved efficiencies rad model where In order to reach the focal point, the search process follows a lognormal 

spiral path. Deep VAE AEO is compared to existing methodologies in terms of different parameters, and it is discovered that Deep VAE 

AEO achieves 97percentage accuracy, 98percentage precision, 87 percentage recall, and 82 percentage F1-score.. 

Keywords: cardiovascular disease, auto encoder, optimization, feature selection, classifier, neural network. 

1. Introduction 

It is estimated that cardiac arrest and its associated illnesses 

cause over half of all deaths in the world [1]. The world's 

leading cause of death, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) 

account for 30 percent of all deaths It costs the European 

Union €210 billion per year in the United States [2] and 45 

percent in Europe [3]. Despite significant advances in 

medical testing over the last fifty years, doctors, primary 

care providers, as well as other health professionals face 

enormous challenges in detecting and diagnosing heart 

disease. A doctor's ability to diagnose CVD is also 

determined by a review of a patient's past medical history, a 

basic examination, examination findings, and biochemical 

markers, which are all interpreted based on the doctor's 

experience. Their subjective perception of scientific 

journals is then used to match each patient to a conventional 

taxonomy of physical illnesses. It is becoming increasingly 

inefficient and prone to errors [4]. Furthermore, physicians' 

jobs are becoming more complex as cardio-vascular 

methods become capable of collecting a greater amount of 

data.  

It is imperative that medical interventions be simple and 

easy to use, quick and automated, and highly accurate in 

order to increase patients' well-being while lowering 

healthcare costs and decreasing CVD deaths. Heart failure 

(HF) therapies are increasingly being developed using 

machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) models. 

Clinical HF care, on the other hand, is faced with real-world 

 challenges such as high readmission and death rates, 

inadequate patient care, and overconsumption [6]. 

Predictive models based on AI can address these issues; 

however, partnerships between data researchers and medical 

practitioners are required to ensure their clinical success [7]. 

ML is becoming increasingly popular as a trustworthy 

approach for merging Physician data and clinical data 

observations EMRs (electronic medical records) to increase 

the accuracy of a variety of medical procedures, owing to 

tremendous developments in information retrieval and 

warehousing capabilities [8]. Deep learning (DL) has 

emerged as a robust solution for medical image 

classification, segmentation techniques, and natural 

language processing (GPUs). The most popular types of 

machine learning are logistic regression (LogR) [9,10], 

support vector machines (SVM) [11], gradient boosting 

machines (GBM) [12-14], random forests (RF) [13, 15], 

artificial neural networks (ANN) [15, 16], and convolutional 

neural networks (CNN) are the most popular often utilized 

AI models in CVD [17, 18]. 
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The proposed effort aims to provide an accurate and 

dependable patient-specific CVD predictive model. The 

system self-learns powerful characteristics that aid in the 

categorization of minimal pre-processed data into 2 

classifications of states. It also replaces sophisticated systems 

with lengthy training cycles with a much simpler, faster, and 

much more powerful system that takes use of the 

characteristics and capability of Variation auto encoders. This 

work makes the following contributions: 

• Building a Deep Variation Auto Encoder with Artificial 

Ecosystem Optimizer (Deep VAE AEO) that takes use of 

several non-linear layers with no information bottleneck 

while not overfitting to the identity. 

• Using the Spiral Optimization approach for feature 

selection, which uses a multifold sequential in this 

approach, the focus point is approached in a logarithmic 

spiral route. 

This article is organized as follows: The second section 

discusses works that are similar to the first. Described in 

Section 3 are: recommended technique. Section 4 goes on 

performance evaluation. Section 5 concludes with the 

conclusion and future works. 

2. Related works 

[19] seeks to improve ANN performance, resulting in higher 

prediction accuracy. The employment of Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) was noticed in order to actualize. By including GA, 

ANN was 5.08 percent more effective when compared to the 

predictive performance of the lone ANN, according to 

simulation findings. Furthermore, in the diagnosis of 

cardiovascular disease, the GA-ANN predictive algorithm 

beat other machine learning techniques. 

Through using training set data, [20] built logit model and 

ANN models. An evaluation of the model's predictive 

ability was conducted using test set data, which identified 

predictive indicators of coronary artery stenosis. All 

participants' health information was collected. IFN-, It is 

well known that IP-10, and MIG are strongly correlated with 

the extent of stenosis in patients with CHD. Despite their 

unrelated nature, IP-10 and MIG are major risk factors for 

coronary stenosis. 

Based on ECNN-LSTM, [21] propose a novel 

computational approach for diagnosing congenital cardiac 

disease in live time. A multi-resolution singular value 

decomposed model is suggested a test for predicting 

congenital cardiac disease in babies and children. Using the 

multiresolution decomposition of singular values technique, 

infants and toddlers' whole-life vibrating time-domain 

signals are approximated and comprehensive with varying 

resolutions.  

[22] offers a novel Using recurrent neural networks 

(RNNs) with gated recurrent units (GRUs), long short-term 

memories (LSTMs), and Adam optimization, a hybrid deep 

learning model can predict cardiac disease. Experiments 

were carried out with several customized models, and the 

findings revealed that the suggested model, which used 

RNN with multilayer GRU using the synthetic minority 

oversampling method (SMOTe) performed best. 

[23] provides a deep learning technique for better prediction 

of cardiac disease. To accomplish efficient as a result of the 

Feature learning is performed by designing a clustering 

sparse auto encoder network (SSAE). The network is made 

up of many sparse auto - encoders as well as a soft-max 

classifier. To modify the settings of the small materials auto 

encoder, they suggest a particle swarm optimization (PSO)-

based approach. The PSO optimization increases the 

SSAE's feature learning as well as classification 

performance. 

[24] suggest utilizing χ 2statistical models while searching 

for the optimally designed deep neural network (DNN) 

using an exhaustive search technique. The proposed hybrid 

model, χ 2DNN, is assessed by contrasting its performance 

to traditional ANN and DNN algorithms, There are also 

state-of-the-art machine learning models and previously 

described approaches for predicting heart disease. The 

suggested model has a 93.33percentageprediction accuracy. 

[25] proposes a two-stage approach for accurately 

predicting cardiac disease. In the first stage, Enhanced 

sparse auto encoders (SAE), unsupervised neural networks, 

learn the optimal representation of training data by training 

them. An artificial neural network (ANN) is used in the 

second step to forecast the health condition based on the 

learned records. In order to train an adequate system, the 

SAE was tuned. 

[26] proposes a hybridization approach wherein decision 

tree with artificial neural network classifications are 

hybridized for improved prediction of cardiac disease. 

WEKA is used for this purpose. On a dataset of heart disease 

patients obtained from the UCI repository, a tenfold 

verification test is conducted to determine the algorithm's 

performance. 

In this study, Using Back-propagation, a Multilayer 

Perceptron Neural Network was trained. The purpose of this 

work is to develop a diagnostic approach for predicting 

cardiac disease. According to medical literature, the 

suggested approach uses 14 key qualities for the diagnosis 

of heart disease. When compared with other techniques, the 

findings clearly show that the devised diagnosis is able to 

predict the overall risk of heart disease efficiently. 

[28] looks at an ensemble classification approach for 

increasing the precision of weak algorithms by mixing 

different classifiers. Ensemble methods such as boosting 
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and bagging improve the predictive performance of weak 

classifiers and are effective in predicting heart disease risk. 

Ensemble classification provided a maximum gain in 

accuracy of 7% for poor classifiers. 

Current classification models may be affected by a variety 

of factors. In real-world data, one example is the class 

unbalance of the training data. Models were frequently 

biased against the class label and failed to generalize. For 

ECG-based heartbeat classification, a Deep Variational 

Auto Encoder Using Artificial Ecosystem Optimizing 

framework solutions was suggested, and it demonstrated 

strong classification performance for unbalanced multi-

category classification tasks. 

3. Proposed Methodology 

Framingham Heart Study-Cohort (FHS-Cohort) is utilized 

to predict heart disease. In order to remove null value 

features from a dataset, we used preprocessing techniques. 

Spiral Optimization is used to choose features from pre-

processed data. As a result, the chosen characteristics are 

sent into the Deep Variational Auto Encoder Using 

Artificial Ecosystem Optimizer, as seen in        figure-1 

Fig-1 Block diagram for optimized neural network-based CVD prediction 

4. Dataset description 

The dataset was obtained from such Kaggle provides access 

to ongoing cardiovascular research of Framingham, 

Massachusetts residents [29]. The classification is used to 

evaluate if a patient has a 10% probability of getting In the 

next ten years, there will be an increase in coronary heart 

disease (CHD). The collection provides  

patient information and includes 4,240 entries and 15 

characteristics. Each feature might be a danger factor. Risk 

factors include concerns about demographic, behavioral, 

and medical aspects. 
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Fig-2: Description of variables (Framingham dataset) 

5. Preprocessing of data 

To impute missing values, the k-NN-based technique finds 

data with expression patterns comparable to the information 

of interest. Based on data A, which One value is missing in 

experiment 1 this approach would uncover K additional data 

in experiments 2-N with values present in experiment 1 and 

expressions most similar to A. (where N represents the total 

number of experiments). The value of data A is estimated 

using a modified average of the results from laboratory 

experiment from the K nearest data. The contributions of 

each information is weighted in the weighted sum by the 

similarity of its interpretation with that of data A. After 

studying a variety of data similarity metrics (correlations, 

Euclidean distances, and variance minimization), it was 

Euclidean distance was indeed an accurate norm. This 

discovery is rather surprising considering that perhaps the 

Euclidean distance metric is frequently susceptible to 

outliers, which may exist in microarray data. However, log-

transforming the data appears to lessen the influence of 

anomalies on data resemblance determination considerably. 

The KNN imputation procedure is seen here: 

• Choose data A with the expression that contains a 

missing value. 

• Enter the value k for neighbor data with the complete 

affirmation to find the k nearest neighbors. 

• Determine Euclidean distance among data A with 

incomplete data and all training expressions with 

absolute gene values. 

• Organize distance and count the number of nearest 

neighbors depending here on kth shortest distance 

• Sort those neighbors into categories. Replace the 

missing value with the corresponding gene value 

calculated from weighting of most related 

comprehensive data expression. 

An outlier in statistics is an information that is quantitatively 

distinct from the remainder of the data. Outliers are explored 

and deleted in the experiment using the Interquartile filter in 

Weka. Outlier cases are deleted after the imputation 

procedure before the classification step begins. This process 

guarantees that the data is accurate and reduces data size, 

which is useful when a data collection has a significant 

number of attributes. 

Human cardiac signals are made up of linear data, mainly 

period, bandwidth, and analytical method, A focus will be 

placed on ECG sequence signal and amplitude statistics. 
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ECG sequence amplitude is measured by wave coefficient: 

𝐹𝑖(𝑛) =
1

𝑀−1
∑ |𝑎𝑛(𝑗 + 1) −| − 𝑎𝑛
𝑀−1
𝑗=1     ----- (1) 

Here, 𝑎𝑛 is amplitude of n-th ECG data after wavelet 

transform; M is signal length. 𝑁ECG data with similarity 

tolerance 𝑁. Approximate entropy 𝐴𝐸(𝑚, 𝑟)indicates 

likelihood that 2 series of adjacent m points remain 

relatively close after tracing to m +1dimensional space 

mostly on basis of r in initial N sample point series. 

𝐴𝐸(𝑚, 𝑟) = 𝜑𝑚(𝑟) − 𝜑𝑚+1(𝑟)  ----- (2) 

{
 

 
  

𝜑𝑚(𝑟) =
1

𝑁−𝑚
∑ 𝑙𝑛𝐶𝑖

𝑚 (𝑟)𝑁−𝑚
𝑖=1

𝐶𝑖
𝑚(𝑟) =

𝑄

𝑁−𝑚−1

𝑑𝑖𝑗 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 [|𝑥(𝑖 + 𝑘) − 𝑥(𝑗 + 𝑘)|]

-----(3) 

Here, 𝜑𝑚(𝑟), 𝐶𝑖
𝑚(𝑟), 𝑑𝑖𝑗are intermediate variables. 

Approximate entropy represents signal similarity, limits 

capacity to analyze problems. As a result, feature selection 

is added. 

6. Feature Selection using Spiral Optimization 

Following preprocessing, the Spiral Optimization approach 

A method of identifying epileptic features is used. 

According to The spiral optimization (SPO) algorithm 

described by Tamura and Yasuda [30] is a simple 

metaheuristic optimization approach inspired by spiral 

occurrences. The SPO method uses a multifold spiral model 

where the search process follows a logarithmic spiral path 

towards the focus point. The resulting focal points are linked 

to local optimal solutions, which are regularly updated when 

a significant improvement is discovered. A spiral 

optimization technique is created for a difficult n-

Dimensional issue that involves a hybrid model made up of 

a rotation matrix as well as a step rate. The suggested 

method aims to generate a multi-objective spiral 

optimization with optimal rotation matrix and step rate 

settings that converges to a stationary location as an 

optimized design candidate. The spiral optimization 

model𝑥(𝑘) ∈ 𝑅𝑛is from initial position, which converges to 

𝑥∗as a center with a logarithmic spiral trajectory. 

   𝑥(𝑖 + 1) = 𝑥∗ + 𝑟Ω(𝛼)(𝑥(𝑖) − 𝑥∗)(𝑖 = 0,1,2, … . )  -----

(4) 

here 𝛼 ∈ [−𝜋, 𝜋] and step rate of distance between 𝑥∗ and 

𝑥(𝑖) is specified by 𝑟 and Ω(𝛼) is rotation matrix 

Ω(𝛼) = (−1)𝛽𝜑𝑖1𝑗1(𝛼) × … .× 𝜑𝑖𝜏𝑗𝜏(𝛼), 𝛽 ∈ {0,1}-----(5) 

𝜑𝑖𝜏𝑗𝜏(𝛼). 𝑙 =

1 0 0
cos (𝛼) −sin (𝛼) 0

sin (𝛼) cos (𝛼) 1
  ------(6) 

Where 𝑙 = {1,2, … 𝜏} 

The spiral optimization method emphasizes two entities, 

namely intensification and diversification. Diversification is 

the factor which conducts the worldwide search, whilst 

intensification represents for exploring and executing deep 

searches. The hybrid rotational matrix is created with a 

critical factor in mind.𝜑(𝛼) and step rate is given by 

𝑟(𝑘)where𝑘 is maximum iteration in spiral algorithm. 

The performance of the search is determined by the 

composites rotation matrix R the step rate r(k), and the 

beginning coordinates x i (0). The specified spiral 

optimization technique is not mathematically that it will 

converge to an equilibrium position. The SPO method is 

developed from direct search method, which has been 

shown to convergence to a constant location when there is a 

continuous differentiable objective function. To improve the 

outcome, the finite searching vector are incorporated into 

the existing best position. With this method, at least 1 vector 

direction is decreasing, and the length of the targeted search 

vectors is lowered when the search fails. A multi-objective 

spiral optimization technique is developed to attain the best 

exergy efficiency and product cost. Multi-objective method 

have several objectives (𝑚) and decision variable 

(𝑛) thatcan begiven by mathematical terms 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐹(𝑋) = [𝑓1(𝑋), 𝑓2(𝑋), … . 𝑓𝑚(𝑋)]
𝑇-----(7) 

Subjects to 

𝑔𝑗(𝑋) ≤ 0, 𝑗 = 1,2… . 𝐽----(8) 

ℎ𝑗(𝑋) ≤ 0, 𝑘 = 1,2… .𝐾---(9) 

𝑥𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑥------(10) 

here 𝐹(𝑋)is fitness function for mentioned problems, 𝑋 is 

decision variable vector. Inequality constraint is given by 

𝒈𝒋(𝑿) and equality constraint is given by𝒉𝒋(𝑿). Although 

non-dominated sorting plays an important role in specifying 

improved solutions, recently summation-based sorting as 

well as diversified selection methods have been employed 

for multi-objective spiral optimization due to the balance of 

searching among distinct objectives.                                                                                                           

 The extracted features are Male, age, education, ex-smoker, 

cigsPerDay, BPMeds, prevalent Stroke, prevalent 

Hypertension, diabetes, totalChol, sysBP, diaBP, BMI, 

heart rate, glucose, and ten-year CHD. We selected the 

following features: male, current smoker, cigarettes per day, 

prevalent stroke. 

7. Classification of signals using Deep Variational 

Autoencoder (DVAE)With Artificial 

Ecosystem Optimizer 

Because it has a comparable structure (an encoder coupled 

to a decoder), DVAE is regarded a generalization version of 

a conventional auto encoder (AE), but it accomplishes its 

work differently, as seen in figure-2. Whereas an AE learns 

the compressed representation of an input and then recreates 

that inputs from that representations, a DVAE learns all 
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characteristics of a probability density P of the input's latent 

space representation 𝑋. is important generation system 

having encoder network 𝑄𝜑(𝑍|𝑋) and decoder network 

𝑃𝜃 (𝑋|𝑍). The gradient descent approach may be used to 

train DVAE to learn approximation inference. The 

parameterized encoder network φ learns an effective 

compressing of the data in with this lower-dimensional 

space, mapping data X into a continuously latent variable Z. 

The parameterized decoder network generates data by using 

θ latent variable, which translates Z to reconstructed data ˆ. 

Deep neural networks are used for building encoder and 

decoder with parameters θ and φ. 

 

Fig-3 diagrammatic representation of Deep Variational 

Auto Encoder 

The DVAE's encoding section consists of 4 

2D convolutional layers and 4 max-pooling layers that are 

utilized alternately. 3 2x2 filters and 1 2x3 filter are used for 

down sampling with max-pooling layers. The DVAE 

returns two vectors of the same length: the mean and the 

standard deviation. The latent transfer function z is sampled 

using both vectors. The restoration loss of every training 

sample is calculated depending on the class, and the highest 

restoration loss for every class is used as the screening 

criterion. We can assume that the decoder  𝑃((𝑥𝑖|𝑧, 𝑦),

ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑖 = 𝑖, 2,… 𝑛) obeys Bernoulli distribution, i.e., 

𝑃(𝑥 = 1|𝑧, 𝑦) =∝𝑧,𝑦-----------(11)                             

     𝑃(𝑥 = 0|𝑧, 𝑦) = 1 −∝𝑧,𝑦-------(12) 

For observation, likelihood is: 

  𝐿 = 𝛼𝑧,𝑦
𝑥 (1 −∝𝑧,𝑦)

1
− 𝑥 ---------(13) 

Decoder’s output is given as parameter of Bernoulli 

distribution, i.e.  

∝𝑧,𝑦= 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟 9𝑧, 𝑦) = 𝑥′  ----(14)                 

      − log 𝐿 = −[𝑥. log(𝑥′) + (1 −

𝑥). log (1 − 𝑥′)-----(15) 

Cross entropy is clearly represented by negative log - 

likelihood function in Equation (9). This cross entropy is 

used as the decoder's reconstruction loss. Following each 

training sample (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is fed into trained DVAE, 

reconstruction loss 𝑙𝑖(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) is calculated as follows: 

 𝑙𝑖(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖) = −[𝑥𝑖. log(𝑥′) + (2 − 𝑥𝑖)log (1 − 𝑥′) ------

(16) 

Decoder network is made up of 4 2D convolutional layers 

and 4 up-sampling layers that work together to reverse the 

encoding layers' work and produce a rebuilt version of a 

input signal. Except for the last convolutional layer (which 

uses sigmoid activation), all other convolutional layers use 

rectified linear unit (ReLU) relu activation. Here between 

convolutional and pooling layers, batch normalization 

layers are utilized to regularize and accelerate training. 

What distinguishes our system out of a standard DVAE 

architecture is that the hidden representations z vector is 

entirely coupled to a single neuron with such an activated 

sigmoid function to conduct preictal as well as interictal 

signal categorization. The DVAE training is performed only 

once in order to minimize the normal DVAE losses while 

simultaneously minimizing the supervised classification 

loss. The size of latent dimensional space is a parameter that 

may be changed. After testing with several numbers, we 

decided on a value of 16. In our DVAE, the Artificial 

Ecosystem method is employed as the optimizer, and binary 

bridge is used as the cost function for both the restoration 

and classification losses. 

8. Artificial Ecosystem Optimizer 

The behavior of the flow of energy in the earth system of 

life inspired the Artificial Ecosystem Optimizer. This 

process mimics some of the behaviors of live creatures, such 

as breakdown, consumption, and creation. The process of 

updating may be stated as follows: 

i. Production Method: As per procedure, producer location 

is chosen at random, and the associated manufacturer is 

worst. For best solution, as represented by decomposer, is 

characterized as follows: 

                          X_1 (t+1)=(1-d) X_n (t)+d.X_rand  (t)-----

(17)           

                           d=(1-t/T_max )〖rand〗_1-------(18) 

                     X_rand (t)=〖rand〗_2 ().(ub-lb)+lb--------

(19) 

here t and T_maare Current iteration and number of 

iterations. The upper and lower boundaries of the search 

space are defined by ub and lb. 〖rand〗_1and 〖rand〗

_2gives A variable in the interval [0,1] and a weight 

parameter d. X_rand (t)   donates a solution generated 

randomly in the search space. 

ii. Consumption procedure: in this procedure, the first user 

feeds the lower energy user or the producer. 

 

The locations of herbivores can be modernized only with 

respect to producers: 
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X_i (t+1)=X_i (t)+K.(X_i (t)-X_1 (t))-------(20) 

Here X_1 gives location of producer and Kgives parameter 

for consumption, it can be calculated by levy flight by using 

the following equations: 

K=1/2  u/v,u∈norm(0,1),v∈norm(0,1)------(21) 

Here norm(0,1) Variable generated using normal 

distribution with "0" mean and unit variance. 

Carnivores can be updated through arbitrary customers with 

different levels of energy. The procedure can be modeled as 

follows: 

   X_i (t+1)=X_i (t)+K.(X_i (t)-X_l (t)) 

                    l=randi([2i-1]),i=1,2,….N-------(22) 

Here randi[a,b] In this function, random integer numbers are 

generated [a,b]] C. Omnivores' positions are updated based 

on both producer and randomly chosen consumer with high 

energy index levels(l) as framed follows: 

X_i (t+1)=X_i (t)+K.(〖rand〗_3.X_i (t)-X_1 (t)))+(1-〖

rand〗_3).(X_i (t)-X_l (t),l=randi-----------------(23) 

iii. Decomposition process: This is the final stage of living 

process where each operator passes onto remaining 

components are separated. This step is referred to as AEO 

exploitation and is written as 

X_i (t+1)=X_i (t)+D.(e.X_n (t)-h.X_i (t))i=0,1,2..N 

                   h=2.〖rand〗_4-1--------(24) 

As shown in Equation (7), parameter D gives the 

decomposition factor, while parameters h and e give the 

weight parameters. 〖rand〗_4- A random number is 

generated between [0,1] AEO has several benefits above all 

other MH methods, including the fact that no parameters 

must be established during optimization. Furthermore, 

Consequently, it achieves better convergence and avoids 

becoming stuck at local optima due to improved exploration 

and exploitation capabilities. 

Bilinear procedure and pooling produce a bilinear vector 

with size 64 × 64 × 1. Predictions are derived using the final 

layer, a soft - max layer, with every node representing the 

likelihood that the control signal corresponds to a certain 

seizure type. To address the issue of class imbalance, class 

weights are added into the classifier's training, giving larger 

weights to minority classes with lower weights to 

organization are generally. To avoid over-fitting throughout 

the training phase, early halting is used as a regularization 

strategy. The approach measures validation loss and stops 

the training phase if it does not improve after 10 epochs. 

 

 

9. Evaluation of Performance 

Based on the experimental results, There are five 

parameters: accuracy, precision, recall, specificity, and F1-

score are analysed using the PYTHON software. The 

suggested Deep Variational Auto Encoder Including 

Artificial Ecosystem Optimizer (Deep VAE AEO) is 

compared to the current Ensemble machine learning (Ens 

ML), XGBoost Random Forest (XGBRF) Classifier, and 

Support Vector Classifier (SVC) utilizing the Framingham 

Heart Study-Cohort (FHS-Cohort).  

These are the performance metrics: 

Accuracy: An accuracy check involves comparing the total 

expected values with the number of predictors used to 

categorize successfully. Mathematically, it is expressed.               

                     Accuracy =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
--------(25) 

Precision: It determines the proportion of positive 

attributes to total anticipated values. Mathematically, it is 

expressed. 

Precision =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
---------------(26) 

Recall: It calculates the percentage of correct predictions to 

total predictions. It is expressed mathematically. 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
-------------(27) 

F1-Score: Used to calculate the mean average accuracy to 

recall ratio. Equation provides the F1-score. 

F1 −  Score = 2 ∗
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
---------(28) 

 

Table 1 - Train and test for the FHS-Cohort dataset 

Parameters 

Values 

for 

Testing 

Values 

for 

Training 

accuracy 0.9796 0.9761 

Precision 0.9667 0.9857 

Recall 0.8735 0.864 

F1-score 0.9177 0.9208 
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Fig-4 A confusion matrix for the validation of CVD tests 

Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix represents the expected 

class and the actual class in CVD test validation. Diagonally 

colored cells represent correctly or incorrectly classified 

systems.  Each class is represented by a column on the right, 

and its actual performance is reflected in a row at the 

bottom. 

 

Fig-5 precision-recall curve CVD testing validation 

 

 

Fig-6 A ROC curve for validating CVD testing 

A precision-recall curve is shown in figure 4, where recall 

is represented on the x-axis and accuracy is represented on 

the y-axis. It has been discovered that an average precision 

(AP) of 0.9986 denotes absence and 0.9526 suggests 

presence. In Figure 5, the ROC curve for CVD testing 

validation is shown with the x-axis representing false 

positives and the y-axis representing true positives. There is 

an AUC of 0.994 for absences and 0.9944 for present cases. 

 

 

Fig-7 confusion matrix for CVD Training validation 

A clustering algorithm for CVD Trained validation is shown 

in Figure 6, The rows represent the class value and the 

columns represent the actual information type. Diagonally 

colored cells indicate correctly classified electric networks 

and erroneously classified electric networks. On the right 

side, you can see the anticipated performance of each class, 

and on the bottom row you can see the actual performance 

of each class. 

 

Fig-8 precision-recall curve CVD training validation 
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Fig-9 ROC curve CVD training validation 

In Figure 7, The x axis represents recall, and the y axis 

represents accuracy CVD training validation. Average 

accuracy (AP) is found to be 0.9977 for absence and 0.9643 

for presence.  ROC curve for CVD training verification is 

shown in Figure 5, The x-axis represents false positives, 

while the y-axis represents true positives. Absence has an 

AUC of 0.9935 and presence has an AUC of 0.9935. 

Table-2 overall comparative analysis between existing and 

proposed methods 

Paramete

rs 

Ens_M

L 

XGBR

F 

SV

C 

Deep_VAE_A

EO 

(proposed) 

Accuracy 

(%) 

90.24 75.63 64.9

9 

97 

Precision 

(%) 

92 73.13 65.6

4 

98 

Recall(%

) 

88 68.25 38.5

8 

87 

F1-score 

(%) 

90 70.61 48.6

0 

82 

 

 

Fig-10 overall comparative analysis 

The above figure 8 depicts the total comparison analysis, 

and the x-axis represents the parameters On the y-axis, we 

see percentage values. Deep VAE AEO outperforms Ens 

ML in terms of accuracy by 7.24%, 6%, and 1%8%. Better 

than XGBRF by 22.63%, 25.13%, 21.25%, and 12.61%. 

Better than SVC in 33.99%, 33.64%, 49.58%, and 34.60%. 

10. Conclusion 

We discovered in this work that classification technique of 

CVD datasets is difficult due to the size, dispersion of 

records, and amount of significant factors. We proved that 

feature selection strategies were effective in reducing a 

significant number of characteristics. The goal of this effort 

is to categorize 4 forms of CVD. The distribution of each 

category is extremely imbalanced, however, because a 

significant portion of the records suggest patients were not 

identified with any form of disease. To solve the 

categorization challenge, we created a neural network 

model including an optimizer. Despite the poor quality of 

our structured dataset, the suggested Deep Variation Auto 

Encoder Including Artificial Ecosystem Optimizer (Deep 

VAE AEO) obtained a good classification performance. We 

compared the suggested technique to three baseline models, 

demonstrating its poor classification performance versus the 

proposed neural network models. Other neural network 

architectures, like Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) 

or Attention-based Recurrent Neural Network, may be 

implemented in future research. This will provide a better 

understanding of the behavior of the forecast of various 

forms of heart disease. Additionally, changing each output 

target's binary classification into a multi-label 

categorization job may be explored for our dataset in order 

to correct its imbalance and maintain its structure. 
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